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BERNSTE IN

Candide – overture
It’s one of those great tunes: once heard, never forgotten – you 
know, the lyrical, singing theme at the heart of this best-of-all-
possible overtures to an all-American programme. But it has the 
following peculiarity: it has seven beats to the bar instead of a 
more conventional six, four or three. If you play it back in your 
head, you’ll work it out … you see? So is Bernstein’s the best 
tune in seven-time in the repertoire? Quite possibly; but other 
candidates include the apotheosis of a melody at the end of 
Stravinsky’s The Firebird. From another musical universe, one of 
the all-time great seven-beats-to-the-bar moments – all right, 
one group of four and then another of three, replacing the 
regularity of the rest of the song with a dropped beat – is the 
key change in Bon Jovi’s ‘Living on a Prayer’. Pure euphoria in 
7/4. Jon Bon, Igor Strav and Lenny B. all knew the power of 
seven.

GERSHWIN

Piano Concerto
One of the finest fusions of jazz- and blues-drenched idioms 
with the classical forms he knew so well, Gershwin’s 
achievement is proof positive of the way that concert-hall genres 
have always needed inspiration from the widest possible range 
of musical cultures for their aesthetic and popular survival. 
Other composers who have made essential contributions to the 
place where jazz and classical meet include Gunther Schuller, 
whose ‘Third Stream’ pieces fuse the languages and 
improvisational traditions of jazz virtuosity with classical 
structures and dynamic modernist harmonies – listen to 
Transformation, Abstraction and Variants on a Theme of Thelonious 
Monk to see what I mean. His music sounds utterly different but 
Mark-Anthony Turnage continued Schuller’s project on his own 
terms. Blood on the Floor is Turnage’s masterpiece that fuses the 
John Scofield Trio’s combined virtuosity with new music, but 
inspiration from jazz and popular cultures is apparent in all 
Turnage’s major works, from the opera Greek to his biopic-opera 
on the life of Anna Nicole Smith.

IVES

Symphony No. 2
From the composer whom most programme-note annotators 
can’t write about without calling him a ‘maverick’, this decidedly 
conventional symphony seems to speak a different language. 
Instead of the wild polystylism and multi-music-layerings of Ives’s 
later pieces, here is a symphony that (almost) plays by the rules. 
Other surprisingly conventional pieces by theoretically extreme 
composers include Stravinsky’s Symphony in E flat, a 
magnificently Rimsky-Korsakovian piece composed while he was 
studying with the Russian master in the early years of the 20th 
century. Schoenberg was also quite capable of composing music 
in the C major that he always said had more potential in it, even 
in the wake of the establishment of his serial method: his 
expansion and explosion of Handel in his Concerto for String 
Quartet and Orchestra is a case in point. Most shockingly 
rule-obeying of all is Wagner’s Symphony in C, whose sub-
Mendelssohnian stylings he sent to Felix himself. Mendelssohn 
never replied, and Wagner never forgave him.
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